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	Stochastic Optimal Control (SOC)—a mathematical theory concerned with minimizing a cost (or maximizing a payout) pertaining to a controlled dynamic process under uncertainty—has proven incredibly helpful to understanding and predicting debt crises and evaluating proposed financial regulation and risk management. Stochastic Optimal Control and the U.S. Financial Debt Crisis analyzes SOC in relation to the 2008 U.S. financial crisis, and offers a detailed framework depicting why such a methodology is best suited for reducing financial risk and addressing key regulatory issues.  Topics discussed include the inadequacies of the current approaches underlying financial regulations, the use of SOC to explain debt crises and superiority over existing approaches to regulation, and the domestic and international applications of SOC to financial crises.  Principles in this book will appeal to economists, mathematicians, and researchers interested in the U.S. financial debt crisis and optimal risk management.
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Programming Visual Basic 2005O'Reilly, 2005
This newest programming guide by bestselling author Jesse  Liberty isn't your typical Visual Basic book. It's not a primer on the language,  and it won't dull your brain with arguments hyping .NET either. Its goal,  rather, is to make you immediately productive, creating Windows and Web  applications using Visual Basic and its...
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Smashing jQuery (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	jQuery has become a part of my everyday routine in Web design and development, so when
	Wiley approached me about writing a book on jQuery, I was thrilled. jQuery has opened up a
	world of possibility for Web design. Th rough this book, I hope to show others how using
	jQuery can really speed up your development time and allow you to write...
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Lie Groups for PedestriansDover Publications, 2002

	According to the author of this concise, high-level study, physicists often shy away from group theory, perhaps because they are unsure of which parts of the subject belong to the physicist and which belong to the mathematician. However, it is possible for physicists to understand and use many techniques which have a group theoretical basis...
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Computational Intelligence In Software Quality Assurance (Series in Machine Perception & Artifical Intelligence)World Scientific Publishing, 2005
Software systems are at once the most complex and the least reliable technological systems human beings construct. A large software system can have over lo2' states, and the reliability of software is infamously poor. Software engineers must usually make assertions about the reliability of software systems after having observed only an...
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HTML, XHTML, and CSS: Introductory (Shelly Cashman)Course Technology PTR, 2010


	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the fi nest textbooks in computer education. We are

	proud of the fact that our previous HTML books have been so well received. With each

	new edition of our HTML books, we have made signifi cant improvements based on the

	comments made by instructors and students. The HTML, XHTML, and CSS, Sixth...
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Photoshop CS3 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Loaded with the latest Photoshop tips and techniques

The secrets of digital image editing — explained in plain English!

Photoshop CS3 is a powerhouse, and here's the fast and easy way to get up to speed on all the coolest features. This friendly guide helps you get images into Photoshop...
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